According to statistical data provided by the MOJ, narcotic-related cases
showed a significant increase between the periods of January to December of
2004 as compared to the previous year, 2003. The number of cases amounted
to 68,716 cases and was 14,372 more, compared to the previous year. A total of
8,547.97 kilograms of narcotics were seized by all law enforcement agencies in
Taiwan in 2004, marking an increase of 66 kilograms over the previous year. This
drug enforcement report was compiled using data amassed from the 2004 drug
busting operations. It covers the legal framework concerning drug enforcement
outlines, international drug enforcement collaborations, internal drug enforcement
measures, analysis of statistics gathered from narcotic-related cases .and case
study of drug enforcement investigations for further evaluation in the future.

I. Progress Report
Revising the Statute for Narcotic Hazard Control (SNHC) related statutes, and
establishing a complete legal framework.
1.On January 9 th 2004 the SNHC and its related statutes were amended
and implemented. There were major amendments to the policies on drug
enforcement with the major revisions as follow:
A.Append the Penalties for Level-Four Drugs:
To have suitable penalties for the abuse of level-four drugs.
B.Establishing the Drugs Advisory Committee:
The classification of drugs is amended on a regular basis to match the
introduction of new variations of drugs and basing on a procedural and
professional review, the drugs are classified and categorized. The MOJ and
the DOH shall establish an advisory committee to review the classification
and categorization of drugs every 3 months, and when necessary, to amend,
and report the reclassification to the Executive Yuan for circulation to the
public.
C.Setting the guideline for stiffer penalties and quantity of drug trafficking
In reality, there is the difficulty of differentiating between a user and a drug
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dealer with certain quantity thus causing a huge imbalance between the
penalties due to their different motives. Therefore, when the amount of drugs
possessed exceeds a certain quantity, the penalty has to be 50% stiffer.
D.Amending and Simplifying the Drug Abuser Penal Code
The drug abuser penal code is substantially amended and simplifi ed
categorically into fi rst time offenders, repeat offenders within 5 years
and repeat offenders after the lapse of 5 years. In addition, the forced
rehabilitation period to be amended should be no less than 6 months up
till when it is deemed unnecessary to continue. The forced rehabilitation is
amended not to exceed 1 year with the abolition of regulations of protective
forced rehabilitation cessation and extended forced rehabilitation.
E.Drawing up the "International Drug Trafficking Criminal Entry and Repatriation
Investigation Approaches"
"Controlled Delivery" is a technique used for detecting drug trafficking which
depends on the cooperation between countries. The international obligations
involved, often relies on the agreement of both countries. However, the
investigating organizations can only enforce the entry and exit of defendants,
suspects and drugs to and from Taiwan base on legal evidence. Thus the
investigating organizations have to apply for the approval of searches from
the prosecutor or the judicial police officer as stated out in Article 229 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure. Subsequently, the prosecutor or head of the
investigating organization has to submit an investigation plan to be approved
by the Head prosecutor of the Supreme Prosecutors Office (SPO) before
further action is being carried out.
2. International Cooperation in Drug Enforcement
A.Past International Cooperative Illustrations
(1)On February 2nd, 2004, in a joint cooperation between the National Japan
Police Criminal Investigation Bureau, Drug and Firearm Department
(DFD) and the Tokyo Customs Department with the MOJ Investigation
Bureau (MJIB), Taiwan, 13-kilogram methamphetamine from a container
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loaded with phosphate originating from Shenzhen, China was seized in
Yokohama harbor, Japan. Using the information provided by the MJIB,
the major suspect, Lau XX, a Taiwanese national was captured (Lau was
also the main suspect of the 100-kilogram heroin case that was cracked
in Australia with the assistance from the MJIB in June 2004). Takahiko
Yasuda, the supervisor of the DFD, NPA and Saito Makoto, the Chief of
International Tax Monitoring Department, Tokyo Customs, respectively
wrote to express their gratitude.
(2)On February 17th, 2004, inNarita Airport, under the joint efforts of the
DFD, NPA, the Tokyo Customs and the MJIB, 9.8-kilogram of cannabis
compound was seized and two Japanese suspects one named Kinoshita
XX, was arrested. On February 27th, 2004, 28.9-kilogram cannabis
compound belonging to the same syndicate were seized in Narita Airport
and adding the total seizure amount to be 38.7 kilograms.
(3)On March 4th, 2004, by way of controlled transactional routine, the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) handed over the investigation of
a postal parcel found hidden with drugs in Memphis, Tennessee State,
to the MJIB, whom arrested the Nigerian suspect Shi XX, when he was
collecting the parcel containing 4.74-kilogram of Cocaine, hidden in
automobile parts in FedEx Banqiao Courier Center, on March 4th, 2004.
This was the single largest case of cocaine bust till date.
(4)In May, 2004, the MJIB while investigating an international drug trafficking
case, came upon the information that Zhang XX, the kingpin of the
international drug trafficking syndicate was planning to utilize the Taiwan
registered fishing boat Rainbow No. 1, to smuggle stowaways to the U.S.
Thereupon, the MJIB passed on the information to the U.S. Homeland
Security Department. With the information in hand, on August 2nd, 2004,
Rainbow No. 1 was intercepted and found with 36 stowaways from China
in the 100-nautical-mile point outside Mexican waters and crack the case
successfully. To express their gratitude, the Hong Kong representative of
the U.S. Homeland Security Department, Thomas J. Howe specially wrote
to the MJIB.
(5)On November 21st, 2004, with the cooperation of the Thai Royal Police
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Drug Enforcement Bureau, the MJIB seized 1.86-kilogram heroin and
detained one Zhang XX suspect and two others.
(6) On November 22nd, 2004, with the cooperation of the Drug Enforcement
Bureau of the Hong Kong Police, the MJIB seized 3.5-kilogram heroin
6,000 MDMA (approximately 2 kilograms) and a suspect MO XX from
Hong Kong in Banqiao, Taipei County.
(7) On November 21st, 2003, in Mandaluyong City, Philippines, the Criminal
Investigation Bureau (CIB), NPA, Ministry of Interior, the Philippine NPA
(PNP) and DEA agents jointly ferreted out the largest amphetamine
manufacturing factory in the history of Philippine’s drug bust. Even
after, CIB kept close contact with both the American and Philippine
drug enforcement agencies and continuously investigate to track down
the wanted suspects. On February 10th, 2004, it was discovered
that the suspect, Lin XX repeatedly went in and out Macau. Through
further surveillance, on February 28th, 2004, the methamphetamine
manufacturing factory in Quezon City was ferreted out and 30-kilogram
of refi ned stock, 3,700-kilogram Ephedrine HCL, bags of dry hemp
wrapped in tea leaves, a batch of chemical materials and drug making
tools were found. After the case was solved, the vice chairman of the
PNP and director of the PDEA, General Edgar, specially wrote to express
their gratitude. In recent years, Taiwanese drug pushers adopted the
criminal model of setting up factories in Southeast Asian countries and
smuggle it for sales in Japan, America, Europe, China and Taiwan, and
using such cross border operations to conceal their tracks and evade
detection and capture. In view of this, the CIB has a close working
relationship with intelligence gathering agencies from around the world to
build a circumspect crime fighting network with information sharing and
collaboration. Breaking down the large drug manufacturing factory in the
Philippines was a successful case of trans-national cooperation.
(8) Lin XX from Taiwan was suspected of having links with members of
Mainland China, Southeast Asian drug syndicates and engaged in
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the manufacture of drugs in the Southeast Asian regions, Members of
these syndicates have been known to be cunning and using the model
of dispersing its operations in different countries and being remote
from the factory of operations to avoid apprehension. Once the factory
operates smoothly, the mastermind is usually not present in the factory,
making the investigations extremely difficult. Thus the CIB, DEA and
the PNP has held several the special project meeting and reached a
consensus, forming up "The Narcissus Team." to use the channels of
consular offices that the U.S. DEA, has in various countries to set up
the network of investigation and seizure in all Southeast Asian and
Mainland China regions. The CIB and the PNP are responsible for
amassing, analyzing the criminal tactics and determining the identity
of suspects to provide a database for the various countries' reference
and detect Lin's whereabouts. The special task force raided a factory
in the KAJANG SELANGOR area of Malaysian on April 27th, 2004.
They arrested Yeh XX from Taiwan and 4 other suspects of Mainland
China and Malaysian nationality, 23 kilograms of amphetamine finished
products, semi-completed products up to 2 metric tons, 2 handguns and
large amount drug making of equipment. The most significant discovery
on the design of the factory was the exceptional air purification system
that completely solves the problem of the odor that was caused by the
drug manufacturing process. "The Narcissus Team." carries on pursuing
the operation on a massive scale and arrested 15 suspects including Lin
XX and his 3 compatriots in Malaysia by July 30th, 2004. As well as that,
the Mainland China Anti Drug Agency has also arrested the financier and
related suspects totaling 19 people bringing an end to the chapter in the
operation.
(9) On July 12th, 2004, in the 18-nautical-mile Point of Southwest Yonaguni
Island, Japan, the CGA and Japan Coast Guard jointly arrested
Taiwanese Nationals Wang XX and Cheng XX whom are suspected
of using the fi shing boat "Shin XXX" to smuggle 104-kilogram of
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amphetamine to Japan, illustrating a successful case of transnational
cooperation.
(10) To successfully counter the pluralism of international criminal
organizations and cripple the international drugs-related crime effectively,
the CGA, Executive Yuan carries out the exchange of information and
intelligence with various law enforcement agencies of other countries.
In 2004, The CGA, Executive Yuan arranged and invited the relevant
law enforcement agencies, intelligence communications personnel from
overseas to visit Taiwan for 9 cases and sent agents over to the United
States, Japan and Philippines to participate in crime prevention and
intelligence exchange discussions on 5 instances. Separately, to assist
in providing information on related cases to the foreign law enforcement
agencies thus leveraging on the strength of international cooperation, to
deter all kinds of smuggling activities.
(11)The U.S Department of State published the "International Narcotics
Control Strategy Report, INCSR" on March 4, 2005. This report has not
classified Taiwan as a major drugs producing or redistribution country,
neither has it list our country as an originating country for raw drug
making materials or cutting edge chemicals. The first part of this report on
drugs and chemical products control, points out that our country, through
legislation has raised the penalties for drug related crimes and standards
of prosecution, besides carrying on the cooperation with the DEA through
the foundation of Taiwan-U.S legal agreements. Thailand is the main
originating country that drugs are supplied into Taiwan, for years; drugs
have flooded the market in Thailand creating a serious problem. In order
to wipe out the drugs problem, the Thai government has announced 3
Controlled Drugs Act in January, 2003, vowing to wipe out the production,
traffi cking and peddling of drugs. The law will treat all equally and
not discriminate between local and foreigner, the stiffer penalty being
the death sentence, the lighter being life imprisonment or a fi xedterm imprisonment of no less than 20 years. In recent years, with the
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increase in bilateral trade, labor activities and tourism between Taiwan
and Thailand, there has been a significant rise in cases of citizens from
both countries contravening the law. Presently, the number of Taiwanese
serving sentences in Thailand is 98 citizens, because of which 76 are
serving for drug related offences. With the Thai government’s resolve in
strictly carrying out its drug enforcement plan, MOFA in carrying out its
duty to protect and be concerned for the welfare of foreigners has invited
Taiwanese representatives stationed in Thailand to provide consular
services and assistance to Taiwan nationals. The MOFA consular affairs
office of Taiwan has also been requested to be place on its website
"Thailand Travel Information" to remind its nationals not to take risks,
abide the law to avoid regrets as a result of their offense. Separately,
(approximately half-yearly), to hand over the drug related Acts and cases
inquiry to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Tourism Bureau, Ministry of
Transport and Communications (MOTC) to submit to the Executive Yuan
and Prosecution Office for their evaluation.
(12) Solving related international drug enforcement investigations often
involve the visa application information of the shady foreigners who are
residents in Taiwan. The Bureau of Consular Affairs, MOFA and the
Foreign Affairs Police Brigade, NPA has been closely cooperating to
assist in solving cases.
B.Repatriation of Narcotic-Related Fugitives
The CIB arrested 11 wanted criminals, who were offenders of the "SNHC" in
2004 through the joint operations with law enforcement agencies in Thailand
and Japan.
C.International Anti-Drug Conferences Organizations and Results
(1)The CIB was invited to attend the first "International Asian Organized
Crime and Anti-Terrorism Conference" (The former being the International
Asian Organized Crime Conference) held between April 9th and 16th,
2004. Representatives of the CIB benefi ted considerably from the
conference as they learnt the latest cross-border criminal tactic models,
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exchanged advanced detection techniques with some 1,000 law enforcers
from judicial organizations around the world as well as establishing
communication channels and discussing ways to hit organized crime.
(2)Since 1999, the CIB and NPA, Japan have been alternately hosting the
"Sino-Japanese Collaborative Drug Enforcement Conference." Officers
handling drug enforcement operations from both sides held discussions
at these meetings to enhance bilateral collaboration and information
exchange. On September 15th, 2004, the Chief of DFD, Japan, Yasuda
lead an entourage to Taiwan with for discussions on narcotics, weapons,
etc. and exchanged information, shared investigating experience on past
cases.
(3) Between June and July, 2004, in the briefi ng room of the MJIB
Technology building, the MJIB and DEA jointly held the "Supervising Drug
Enforcement Seminar 2004." There were 154 attendees, such as relevant
public prosecutors, of the first and second grade and departments such
as the CGA, Executive Yuan, the Directorate General of Customs (DGC),
Ministry of Finance, the following departments under the NPA, Ministry
of Interior as follows, the Foreign Affairs Police, the Aviation Police Office
and relevant personnel of the MJIB. Mr. Yeh, the Director General of the
MJIB hosted both the opening and closing ceremonies of the lecture. The
guest of honor from the U.S. for the opening ceremony was the director
of AIT (American Institute in Taiwan) Taipei Office, Douglas H. Paal. The
guest of honor from the U.S. on the closing ceremony was Mr William J.
Snipe, East Asis Regional Director, DEA.
(4)On November 24th, 2004, the MJIB was invited by the Tokyo Tax Bureau,
to send personnel to attend the Tokyo Tax Bureau 51st anniversary. At
the ceremony, Japanese authority presented the MJIB with a Letter of
Appreciation, thanking MJIB on its assistance provided on international
drug enforcement to Japan. The personnel from the MJIB also took this
opportunity to hold talks with officers from Japan NPA and the Coast
Guard department to discuss on bilateral criminal cases and cooperation.
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(5) Between September 29th and October 14th, 2004, the MJIB sent
personnel to attend the "2004 Japanese Anti-drug Conference." In the
conference, the MJIB mentioned the specialist paper of the "2003 Drug
Situation Report of the R.O.C" to not only present the effectiveness
of our drug enforcement in 2003, but also expressed our willingness
to continuously establish the collaborative relationship with applicable
countries on a mutually beneficial spirit, gaining the recognition from
the 18 representatives from 16 countries and strengthening multilateral
relationship.
(6)The MJIB sent one services special agent to accompany 3 prosecutors
from MOJ on the invitation of the DEA to attend the drug enforcement
case study convention in Washington D.C. and New York, U.S.A between
December 5th and 19th, 2004.
(7)The NBCD dispatched agents to "15th International Reducing Drugs and
its Related Effects Conference" in Melbourne, Australia, held between
April 20th to April 24th, 2004. Through this conference, the measures
taken by other countries to reduce the harmful effects of drugs were used
as a reference to promote the anti-drug work in Taiwan.
(8)The Bureau of Controlled Drugs of the DOH, Executive Yuan dispatched
agents to attend the " 2004 Joint Annual Meeting of American and
International Toxicologist" held from 30th August to 3rd September,
2004, in Washington. Through the discussions, the advanced technical
knowledge of drug abuse, testing technology and observations on the
progress of identification of poisons was gathered to build up international
exchange channels.
D.Collaborative Anti-Drug-Crime Operations Across the Strait
(1)To build up the collaborative structure between the cross-strait on its joint
effort in the war against maritime crimes, the CGA, Executive Yuan and
the Central Police University jointly held the "Cross-Strait Crime Offensive
Strategy Conference." In the conference, the cross-Strait participants
exchanged their opinions on the cooperation of the cross-Strait to hit
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maritime criminals, as well as their experiences on drug smuggling
enforcement. Basing on the fi rm foundation established, it will also
sustain non-governmental academic exchanges for the future, expand the
enforcement structure of the high seas near the southeastern provincial
coast and establish a joint collaboration of drug enforcement mechanism
at the borders to effectively prevent the smuggling of drugs into the
country.
(2)In order to effectively prevent cross-strait smuggling, human trafficking and
other maritime crime, the CGA, Executive Yuan basing on the principles of
reciprocity, mutual benefits, advancement, duty, thoughtfulness, maintains
its contact avenues with the maritime law enforcement agencies of
Mainland China. Thus the aims of increasing mutual trust, consultation
and feedback, exchange of criminal information and achieving the goal
of cross-strait criminal intelligence report sharing and at the same time to
deter and hit cross-strait maritime crimes
(3)Presently, the communication relating to fugitive hunting and criminal
intelligence is mainly through the assistance of the Red Cross in China
and Taiwan, the Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF) and Association
for Relations Across the Strait (ARATS). The NPA is responsible for
overseeing all police departments to investigate the information on
criminals fleeing to Mainland China, and writing to ARATS for assistance
to contact the relevant Chinese authorities to help with arresting and
repatriation. 23 wanted fugitives were repatriated in 2004; among them
were three wanted for narcotic-related crimes.
(4)Concerning cross-strait collaborative effort in the war against crimes, the
Mainland Affairs Council (MAC) of the Executive Yuan announced the
"Practical Operations and Projects for Curbing the Inflow of Narcotics
Smuggled from China" in August, 1999. With the contributions of the
various ministries, the achievement of pragmatism and openness has
been visibly noticeably. Presently, through the Criminal Investigation and
Prevention Association, R.O.C and the Police Society, Mainland China,
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the visits and academic interaction exchange between the cross-strait has
gradually helped to build up friendship and information exchanges relating
to drug smuggling and law enforcement
(5)Due to the problem of persistent smuggling of firearms and drug, there
is the urgency for cross-strait to address the issue through consultation
to hit the crime wave as quickly as possible. The SEF and ARATS with
their signing of the "Gu-Wang Meeting" agreement in April 1993, has
incorporated the "Cross-Strait Law Enforcement Agencies Cooperation"
topic as part of the yearly discussion agenda, hoping that with such
discussions, to be able to build the cross-strait framework for crime
prevention. However, Mainland China in June 1995, broadly delayed
all institutionalized discussions thus causing cross-strait to be unable
to move forward on this important topic; in October 1998, the "GuWang Meeting" met and reached a common understanding on the
facilitation of mutual assistance, administration and the re-establishment
of institutionalized discussion talks. Cross-Strait discussions were then
swiftly conducted by Mainland China with topics concerning human
rights issues. Our government then drafted legislation on cross-strait
law enforcement matters. Besides continuing to carry out discussions
actively with Mainland China, the government is also taking in the present
stage of situation between the two sides, to promote the approaches of
interaction activities of cross-strait law enforcement officers and sending
of criminal information etc, hoping that with this foundation of crossstrait discussions on crime fighting, it will gradually build up a cross-strait
criminal information exchange channel to solve the problem of crime.
(6)Communication related to law enforcement of criminals and information
is based on coordination between Red Cross in China and Taiwan, SEF
and ARATS. However with Mainland China intentionally cutting off the
communication channel through ARATS, it has lead to frequent criminal
activity fl owing through the cross-strait, infl uencing the security of
Taiwan greatly. To promote the two sides’ fight against crime, under the
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Executive Yuan ' Ways of Ceasing Drug Smuggling into Taiwan legislation
Declaration" framework, the focus in the future will be on smuggling of
drugs, firearms and maritime fishing disputes, as well as robbery which
poses far-reaching implications to public security. They are all to be listed
in the boundary of cross-strait cooperation on fighting crime and will
be the main

points of re-established discussion between SEF and

ARATS. Assessing the situation of cross-strait drug smuggling at present,
a framework of cooperation should be set up with the customs of every
southeastern province or related agencies in Mainland China, then expand
to other provinces, organization and under the principle of equality and
mutual benefit to swiftly establish cross-strait channels to fight crime.
(7)The population flux between the cross-strait is closely knitted, according
to the statistics of the Mainland Affairs Council, during the period between
1988 to August 2004, Taiwan nationals traveling to Mainland China has
reached 32,580,000 times. The situation of Taiwanese drug pushers
traveling between the cross-straits and merging up has worsened and due
to the observer status restrictions, the MJIB has not been able to establish
any form of direct communications with the drug enforcement agencies
of Mainland China. All cases under investigation that has implications
with Mainland China will require indirect submission of crucial information
through a third party. Because it involves the objectivity of the third party,
the results are often limited and presently, often directed through Hong
Kong Police Force and DEA, U.S. Related analysis of situations are as
follow:
(a) Hong Kong Police Force: The cooperation between the MJIB and
Narcotics Bureau, Hong Kong Police Force has been excellent and the
channel of information exchange has been smooth. In 1993, The MJIB
cracked the Mo XX’s drug dealing case in Taiwan based on information
given. The Hong Kong Police Force with the consent of the Mainland
China’s drug enforcement agencies gave the information relating to
Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan drug dealing cases to the
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MJIB for review. On the principle that the drugs-related information
concerning Mainland China will not affect ongoing investigations in the
country, Taiwan consented to the transfer of the information to Mainland
China for their assessment by Hong Kong Police Force. Due to the lack
of direct communications channel, it is difficult to trace or assess its
effect.
(b)DEA: The Taiwan District Drug Enforcement Cooperation Section is
under the care of its Hong Kong DEA Office and it has an office located
in Beijing. For all transnational cases in the Asia-Pacific regions that the
Beijing DEA Office get involved in, the administration will consolidate
all information through different countries and its regional offices. On
the consent of the providing party, the information will be shared with
the drug enforcement agency of the country involved; the MJIB has
been able to access the consolidated information from the various drug
enforcement agencies under this arrangement.
3. Countrywide Drug Enforcement Achievements

A.Sea and Coastal Drug Enforcement
In order to implement the government’s anti-drug policy and determination,
the CGA of the Executive Yuan forge on with the "Wiping-out Narcotics AtSea." task. Integrating the strength of every organ (unit) in the administration,
focusing on the drug-related crime problems, taking planned actions and
setting concrete working directions, with the targets set on enforcement at
sea and costal drug smuggling cases, the tight measures to implement are
as follow:
(1)Using the networks of drug syndicate known by all units, to establish
accordingly an Organized Information Department. Its aim is to use
all relevant fringe personnel’s connections to develop the information
sources, adopt strong arm tactics, investigating organization structure and
international drug organization.
(2)In order to trace the drug trafficking syndicates, all affiliated units are
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required to use interrogation or sifting method to carry on investigation
after the seizure of each drug-related case, to follow the track and trace
the drug trafficking syndicate behind it, deciphering out the organizational
network and handling it to achieve a "Hunt and Terminate the Source"
effect.
(3)When the individual investigating unit discover any information related to
utilizing ships to smuggle drugs, it should team up with the coast guard
and radar detection unit to intercept any suspicious ship and board it for
inspection and investigation, thus achieving the aim of "Interception at
Sea."
(4) The CGA besides carrying out its patrol duty according to plan and
information on the major sea routes and suspicious navigational targets
uses its radar tracking and information from other tracking units to bolster
maritime security and inspection duties to arrest all illegal activities.
(5)The main focus of the CGA is on important boundaries such as port areas,
coastal areas with connecting roads etc, and the oversight of fishing boats
safety check, coastal ambush, roadblocks etc, to effectively prevent drug
trafficking etc.
(6)To improve the control and encourage all units to actively carry out drug
enforcement duties and coordinate effectively on predetermined targets on
the "Maritime Drugs Wipeout Action" project, the grading is raised for the
case solving and rewards classification to raise the effects of exposure.
B.Drug Enforcement at Airports and Harbors
(1)Ministry of Finance, Directorate General of Customs (DGC)
The investigation of smuggling is the responsibility of the Customs, and no
effort is spared by the Customs in the investigation of all drugs trafficking
with their policy of "All Drugs Stop at Customs." Due to the virtue fact
that there is an increasing number of drug user in the country, the market
demand is relentless and drug traffi cking is getting excessive daily.
According to the recent statistics by the Customs on solved drug cases in
recent years, the amount of heroin seized by the Customs has increased
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by three fold in the last 3 years. Besides heroin and amphetamine,
there have been continuously new varieties of drugs such as ketamine,
cannabis, ecstasy, tramadol, etc, causing social insecurity and harming the
health of Taiwanese. Because of this, the Customs must strengthen their
cooperation with other agencies from the Prosecutor Office, MJIB, NPA,
CGA, etc to tighten border inspection in order to stop drug trafficking into
the country. Customs is taking the following measures to counter drug
trafficking:
(a) Strengthen the inspection of imported containers (contents)
①Adopt the risk management approach, investigate the principal points, to
subject the ships calling at port, manufacturers , classification of goods, tax
serial numbers, originating countries ,declaration category groups of hig h,

low risk, to random inspection for comparison. Separately complement
with different level of checking and cross-checking inspection, with the
goods clear customs at each stage to set up the 5 route of defense,
'ship at port inspection', 'coastal random inspection’, 'warehouse
inspection,' 'goods inspection and analysis’, ‘pre-claiming inspection’,
forming the tight network of investigation and seizure in order to
improve the efficiency.
② For containers (contents) originating from Mainland China, Hong
Kong, Macao and Southeast Asian high risk areas, to increase the
rate of inspection and detailed inspection in order to plug any illegal
gaps.
③ Increase the random check of inspection exempted containers
(contents).
④Strengthen the inspection of unaccompanied baggage.
(b) Strengthen the inspection of luggage for arriving travelers
Because drugs have the characteristics of small mass, high price and
ease of concealing, there are some passengers unable to resist the
temptation to smuggle the drugs themselves or on behalf, by every
conceivable means, even to the extent of swallowing or hiding the
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drugs in the body. In order to filter out suspicious passengers, customs
establish the "Suspicious arriving/departing traveler data analysis"
taskforce group at the international airport, responsible for filtering and
analyzing the passenger list, and using the X-ray machine to cover the
inspection of hand carry luggage from all angles; separately posing
plainclothes personnel to mingle within arriving passenger groups to
scrutinize and detain any suspicious passenger for further detailed
checks.
(c) Increase the utilization of X-ray machines and usher in the use of drug
sniffing canine to assist in detection
①In order to strengthen the detection of drug trafficking, the customs
besides using the X-ray machine for the checking of airfreight import
goods, express courier articles and international parcels, is also
striving to purchase through its budget, the mobile X-ray machine
specifically for scanning containers to strengthen the non-invasive
inspections of containers (contents). Equipment such as the laser
range finder, infrared spectrum analysis instrument and drug testing
apparatus is also used to assist with investigations and analysis of
drugs.
②To actively train the drug sniffing canine in assisting with the drug
enforcement work with arriving traveler's luggage, parcel, express
courier, at present 1 drug sniffing canine has been successfully trained
with 2 more predicted to be added on this year (2005) to form a drug
enforcement K-9 unit, in order to raise the continual drug enforcement
results.
(d) Strengthen the intelligence transfer system
① Has already build up the window of intelligence transfer with all
law enforcement agencies countrywide and the mutually beneficial
intelligence exchange system with the customs, law enforcement
agencies of various countries to exchange, drug trafficking information
and analyze the trafficking tactics.
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②To analyze the information gathered from drug-related criminal cases
cracked internally or from internal and external consolidation and
input the relevant information into the database to build up a case file
intelligence database for value added usage.
③ To input all details on narcotic criminal suspects and relevant
information provided by all district court prosecutor office into the
traveler clearance computer network for monitoring at all checkpoints.
④To set up the intelligence designation unit for airport travelers and
express courier goods to handle information consolidation, value-add
and analysis to raise the continual drug enforcement results. Accept
secret information on drug trafficking by informers and investigate
tightly.
⑤To establish an intelligence liaison channel with all patrol boats of the
maritime customs and coast guard and board suspicious fishing boats
for inspection to prevent maritime drug trafficking.
(e)Strengthen the professional drug enforcement training of Customs
personnel
①As the varieties of drugs is constantly renewing itself, it is difficult to
distinguish, the customs besides sending out circulars for major drug
busts, also arranged and serialized the photos taken on the case and
use it for on-the-job training.
②Cordially invite all relevant drug enforcement agencies in the country
(such as the MJIB) to offer training programs and materials on
distinguishing drugs, and handle the educational training.
③ Contact customs and drug enforcement agencies from overseas
(such as the U.S.A. CBP, DEA) to come Taiwan to lecture on drug
investigative skills to improve the drug enforcement ability of the
customs personnel.
(2)On drug enforcement at the airport and port by the NPA
(a)Drug enforcement on containers at port
Presently, the ways of narcotics smuggling are usually by means of
swapping, hiding, container within the container, imposture of being the
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forwarding manufacturer, false container numbering, false application,
transshipment and swapping in transshipment. Therefore, all the Corps
of the Special Police Third Headquarters, NPA, Ministry of Interior has
taken measures to prevent the smuggling of drugs into Taiwan through
the above tactics by, practical designation of specialized case duties to
strengthened detection, consolidation of intelligence, tightening all ports,
container terminals and patrol of the spots easily accessible to drug
pushers for smuggling and swapping to take place.
(b)Drug enforcement at commercial ports
The Keelung Harbor Police Offi ce, Taichung Harbor Police Offi ce,
Kaohsiung Harbor Police Office and Hualien Harbor Police Office of
the NPA, Ministry of Interior, in order to strengthen drug enforcement at
international ports aim to achieve "interception at custom points" goal.
Strategies such as inspection for everyone and vehicles entering the
port area, increasing patrol, checking of identity verification and onboard
safety inspection checks are taken to prevent collusion between drug
syndicates and port personnel to bring the drugs through on land.
And also to actively partner all related drug enforcement agencies for
information exchange to bolster detection.
(c)Drug enforcement at the airport
The Aviation Police Office of the NPA, Ministry of Interior by continuing
to build up a complete analogy computer database to be able to have
immediate immigration details of suspects, close monitoring will have
a wide retrieval source of information, Partnering the customs in
operation of, express courier handling area. Entry and exit points of
cargo shipment, travelers’ hand baggage, strengthen the duties of x-ray
machines inspection work and prevention of drug smuggling (hidding)
by travelers through customs. For flights from the designated regions of
Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, Philippines and Hong Kong, to have special
inspection duties and upon receiving information on hidden drugs in
the storage areas or imports from these countries, to inform customs
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immediately for joint investigation to prevent drugs from mingling
through, while strengthening the security inspection of aircraft on internal
flight routes to prevent narcotics from being smuggled from Mainland
China to Taiwan via outlying islets. It is also the present key task on
hand to completely stop drug smuggling into Taiwan.
(3)Drug enforcement developments of the MJIB
(a)The MJIB, according to the revelations of past drug busts records noted
that domestically, drug trafficking is still done on a massive scale by
containers through sea and air, fishing boats and travelers. In recent
years though, there has been an increasing number of cases where
the international drug syndicates has used express courier parcel
to smuggle over the borders, hemp, ketamine and neo-type drugs
produced from Europe or Southeast Asia. To counter this, the MJIB
continuously seek international cooperation and requesting the local
departments dealing with foreign affairs to keep close contacts with the
various overseas custom offices, post offices, courier companies to
preemptively detect and achieve the aim of "drug interception at custom
checkpoints."
(b)The drug dealers utilize the situation with the opening up of the three
direct links to use Kinmen and Matsu as a springboard to smuggle the
drugs into Taiwan, Noteworthy by the internal investigating organizations
is that Kinmen and Matsu are used as transit points and with regards to
this, all targets traveling between the two coasts and drug ex-convicts
are monitored closely to stop the flow of drugs into the country.
(c)Heroin and methamphetamine are still the most damaging drugs to
Taiwanese and classify by the MJIB as the primary target for elimination.
The newly developed chemically synthesized drugs such as MDMA,
ketamine, FM2 , K5 (erimin) has reached abuse a serious situation of
abuse and in order to maintain the health and social security, will also
continue to be classified as the main focal points of investigation.
C.

Inland Drug Enforcement
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(1)Inland drug enforcement developments of the NPA, Ministry of Interior
(a)Adhering to the "case pursuit case", "seeking the source" methodology
to expand the detection and capture the drug trafficking syndicates.
(b) To investigate and scrutinize triads, members of the organizations
involving in drug dealing or the mastermind controlling the illegal
activities of cultivating marijuana, poppy plants and trafficking.
(c)Requesting the police alert districts and criminal punishment district
to strengthen inquiries and scrutinize fi shy places which may be
amphetamine manufacturing factories or for cultivation of marijuana,
poppy plants in order to stop the source.
(d)Strengthen the reporting, monitoring and investigations of internet, cable
TV, direct selling, mail-order and leaflet, distribution channels of drug
pushing and advertisements of drug composed medications.
(e) Strengthen the enforcement and elimination of drugs and drug
composed medications places of transaction, such as gambling places
(electronic toyshop, casinos) and the entertainment spots (such as
dance halls, hotels, KTV, PUB, salons, saunas, underground drinking
places etc)
(f)Under the jurisdiction of criminals with previous drug convictions, to
request police alert districts and criminal punishment district to carry out
checking and testing with monthly visits to raise the detection rate.
(2)Inland Drug Enforcement developments of the MJIB
(a)Strengthen the handling of major drug-related cases, curb the overflow
of drugs: In acknowledgement of the government gazette for 2005-2008
as the "National Anti-Drug Year" and the Executive Yuan adopting
new strategies on anti-drug work, as well as the Supreme Prosecutors
Office launching the "nabbing drug abusers joint executive resolution,"
to actively carry out widespread drug raiding tasks. The MJIB will
strengthen and detect all major drug cases with all its might seeking to
exterminate the source.
(b) Drug Producers Case fi le Buildup, Strict Investigation: In the 18
methamphetamine factories cases that the MJIB uncovered and
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seized successively in 2004, it was an indication of the seriousness
of methamphetamine manufacturing factories relocating back into the
country. It requires tightly secured investigation and handing over of
the information on the suspects to the SPO for case building and tightly
secured prosecution.
(c)The MJIB still adheres to its principle of 'refuse the drug through the
coast, interception of drugs at customs, drug enforcement inland' to
strengthen detection and investigate "source of the drugs, international
drug cartels, smuggling channels and manufacturing plants," major
drug-related cases.
(3) Drug Enforcement Developments of the Military Police Command (MPC)
(a)Introduction:
With to the severe impact of increasing drug abuse in Taiwan, severely
arming the health and social security of citizens, the MPC has
responded to the resolve of the government’s anti-drug determination
by listing drug enforcement as one of its key operational targets and
actively cooperates closely with the prosecutor office, police, MJIB and
coast guard units in giving its all.
(b)Operational Results:
A total of 70 cases were investigated (including assisting investigations)
from April 2004 to February 2005 with 141 criminals handed over.
13,775.73 grams of heroin, 118,504.48 grams of amphetamine, 203.44
grams of cannabis, 2,738.95 grams of Ecstasy, 66,648.95 grams of
ketamine and 26,100 grams of ephedrine were seized with outstanding
effects.
(c)Enforcement operations:
①Establishing deployment of inquiries:
Besides actively directing all platoons from the MPC, placing and
focusing on information gathering of narcotic smuggling in their
areas of jurisdiction, they also assist the military intelligence gathering
team to carry out intelligence gathering duties, detect smuggling,
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drug dealing leads, closely tighten the drug enforcement intelligence
network to investigate with clues.
②Increase professional training:
Experts with field experience from the MJIB and CIB were invited
as instructors in professional training programs, including the
"intelligence agents’ workshop," "military police legal affairs workshop"
and "investigating military officer training program." annually. This is
to improve the professional skills of agents of the MPC, by developing
them on meticulous investigative thinking and effective enforcement
skills to counter on the directions and transactional methods of drugrelated crimes.
③Database buildup of cases:
In the persistent spirit of "small cases to break big cases", data
obtained in enforcement actions such as seized evidence and
criminals’ confession are sorted and fi led for use of build up the
database, carrying on the tracking, finding new clues to trace it to
upstream sources or the mastermind syndicates. Also requesting the
military police platoons to help build up intelligence on ex-convicts with
previous history of manufacturing, smuggling trafficking and peddling
of drugs as well as on drug cartels. Then, combining present cases’
leads with cross connection comparison and consolidated examination
to successfully pursue new smuggling channels and manufacturing
plants
④Functional advanced technological equipment:
With the renewing of drug related criminal tactics, and to effectively
grasp hold of evidence on the drug trafficker, the MPC has budgeted
yearly for the purchase of precision equipment for criminal detection
and identification purposes to achieve the application of science to
solve cases.
(d)Conclusion:
In recent times, the way and means of trafficking is becoming more
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complicated and the generation of drug user is getting younger. With
the development of the internet catching on, the channels to obtain
drugs have become even more hidden and convenient. Thus only with
the continuing concern and involvement of government and the general
public, and increase enforcement towards drug dealers, manufacturers
and transportation, will the people be rid of the ills of drugs to achieve
the aim of "Exterminating the supply."
(4) Set forth by the telecommunication operations under Ministry of
Transportation & Communications (MOTC) in collaborating with drug
enforcement in 2004. The following three areas are as follow:
(a) Directing First Generation telecommunication businesses in
collaboration with relevant agencies for information monitoring:In
accordance with the Telecommunications Security and Surveillance Act,
the telecommunication industry has the duty to assist with information
traffic surveillance. The MOTC has stipulated various management
regulations since the opening of the First Generation telecommunication
business, instructing all providers that the network setup of the internet
must be compatible with offi cial surveillance function and instruct
providers to actively collaborate with the enforcement agencies to
establish an information traffic surveillance system.
(b) Directing First Generation telecommunication businesses in
collaboration with investigation for criminal evidence

:

①The MOTC has designated public and private providers to set up
a "mobile phone emergency communications team," for round the
clock collaboration with the national security agencies in providing
assistance to national security affairs.
②In order to collaborate with the detection and prevention of crime,
all telecommunication management regulations are added with
new amendments to clearly direct all telecommunication providers
in the course of investigations and collection of evidence, to
follow according to legal procedure for investigating all details of
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telecommunications, with the obligation of providing the relevant
information and cooperation and to supervise the telecommunication
industry accordingly in its cooperation with the relevant agencies on
the continuous investigation of crime.
③ To collaborate with the crime investigation, MOTC has issued
the "telecommunication industry managing the relevant agencies
(corporation) inquiries on its user’s database practice," and to
continuously standardize the telecommunication businesses
collaboration with relevant agencies on its user’s information.
④For collaboration with criminal investigation, the MOTC has issued
the "telecommunication industry managing the relevant agencies
inquiry on telecommunication records application practice," and
to continuously standardize the telecommunication businesses
collaboration with relevant agencies on telecommunications records.
(c)Directing the Second Generation telecommunication businesses in
collaboration with investigation and prevention of crime:
①Directing the Second Generation telecommunication business in the
establishment of communication monitoring infrastructure
The MOTC in order to abide by the Telecommunications Security and
Surveillance Act has increased the pace of promoting the Second
Generation telecommunication industry collaboration in setting up of
the communication surveillance equipment and initiated a number of
meetings since February 2004. On July 14th, 2004, the MJIB, NPA,
Taiwan Internet Association and more than 200 providers from the
telecommunication industry was invited to a conference to discuss
and gain common understanding. And on July 22nd, 2004, according
to the Telecommunications Security and Surveillance Act Article 21,
chapter 6, public notice no. 09305065320, stipulating that all Second
Generation internet telephony service providers, VoIP resellers and
those providing email services internet service providers providing all
3 of the services to collaborate with the communications surveillance
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infrastructure building, and also to initiate the set up for the
investigation needs of the prosecution office, police units and MJIB.
② Directing the Second Generation telecommunication business in
criminal evidence investigation
In order to coordinate with investigations, prevent criminal cases,
the MOTC has specially strengthened its supervising duties towards
the Second Generation telecommunication industry. In 2004, it has
completed indefi nite executive inspection and on site audit visits
on 57 companies providing special commercial VoIP reselling and
internet telephony services. The related auditing areas include
communication records, user information, registration process and
with regards to the above audits, have not uncover any breaching of
the Telecommunications Act
(5)The actions of the NBCD
Controlled drugs if subjected to abuse are considered to be narcotics,
in order to take precautions against the widespread use and abuse of
controlled drugs and causing damage to society. The NBCD supervises
and directs all health bureaus to increase inspection on all related
practitioners and businesses on the revenue, usage and storage safety
of controlled drugs; There were 15,681 checks conducted in 2004 and
182 businesses were found in violation of the executive regulations and
dealt with accordingly, separately 2 cases of abuses by practitioners were
discovered and handed over to MJIB for further investigations.
D.Custody and Destruction of Seized Narcotics
(1)As directed by the Executive Yuan since July 15th, 1993, under the "
Procedures for Handling and Control of Seized Drugs," the MJIB has
specially set up a drug custody central depository to safe keep all seized
drugs evidence that are handed over by all law enforcement agencies for
custody. After the "Statute for Narcotics Hazard Control" was announced
on May 20th, 1998, with the revisions known as "Procedures for Handling
and Control of Seized Drugs," the "Seized Drugs Handling Process
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Supervising Committee" meeting was convened on May 14th, 2004, strict
control measures limiting the period for the return of the evidence and
duty areas of the agencies were implemented to reach the goals of being
"safe," "scientific" and "efficient." All drug-related goods amounting to
52,915 items, weighing 2,137.557 kilograms were destroyed from 1994 to
2004
(2)In 2004, a total of 13,044 parcels of drugs weighing 571,914.87 grams
were received as evidence from judicial and military law enforcement
agencies for custody. By the end of the year, apart from quantities
destroyed publicly, drugs in custody totaled 40,880 items and weighing
3,395,844.89 grams in total. In addition, to meet the needs of case
prosecution by the judicial and military branch in 2004, there were 164
requests in total for verification of the drugs in custody.
(3)In accordance with the 5th regulation of the "Procedure for administration
of uses of drugs and drug paraphernalia for medicines or research
purposes," 2004, on the approval of the 3 cases by the MOJ (the Chen
X Yi, Lin X Guo drug trafficking case under CIB: the Long X Shun drug
trafficking case under the MJIB), each case respectively involve 10 grams
of heroin which was handed over to the US DEA office for analysis of
its source: also assisting the Taipei Customs Office, DGC to obtain 600
grams of heroin for the research training of drug sniffing canine.
(4)In 2004, the drug-related cases which had their sentences passed down
from judicial, military law agencies has a total of 7,448 items of drug
evidence weighing a total of 81,195.22 grams. In order to complement the
holding of the"2004 National Anti-Drug Conference," the MJIB, specially
fix the afternoon of May 14th, 2004, to hold the "Seized Drugs Handling
Process Supervising Committee" 5th meeting with the appointing of
May 26th, 2004 afternoon to publicly destroy the drugs at the Muzha
Incineration Plant of the Taipei City Environmental Protection Bureau. It
will be presided over by Mr. Chai, adviser for the Dong Foundation and
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chairman for the Consumers Cultural Education Foundation with 2 other
committee members. Also present will be the Prosecutor Lin Zhanchin
from the Supreme Prosecutor Office to oversee the incineration process.
To strengthen the safety of the transportation of the drugs, an armored van
is loaned from the Bank of Taiwan and the Aerial Police Brigade, Ministry
of Interior is tasked to provide a helicopter for airborne security duties.
(5)On the day of the drugs incineration, the media will be allowed access to
cover the event, the MJIB will video-tape the whole process (live scenes)
of destruction to produce into a short clip and air it on the "National AntiDrug Conference" dated 26th June, to serve as a public notice; Separately
to invite Olympic gold medalist, ZHU Muyan to give an anti-drug speech
at the MJIB’s drug custody room on Oct 18th, 2004. Towards the safe
maintenance of the drugs custody room, the bureau has strengthened
the monitoring of the restricted entrance and surveillance equipment to
complete the plan of a foolproof system.
4. Statistical Analysis of Drug-Related Cases

A.Quantity of Seized Narcotics
According to the statistical data from MOJ, a total of 8,547.97 kilograms of
narcotics were seized by all law enforcement agencies, including prosecution
office, MJIB and military police in Taiwan and Fujian areas in 2004, marking
a growth of 65.9 kilograms compared with year 2003. From the seizure,
650.46 kilograms were of Grade A drugs, the majority of which were heroin
(644.50 kilograms; the rest were morphine and cocaine), amounting to an
increase of 117.59 kilograms more than in 2003; Grade B drugs account for
6,769.10 kilograms, (amphetamine finished goods and semi-finished goods
accounted for 46.8% and 47.8%, and the rest were MDMA and cannabis),
marking a decrease of 557.42 kilograms compared to 2003; 625.02 kilograms
of Grade C drugs, of which ketamine accounted for 98.1% and the rest were
Tramadol and FM2, amounting to a slight increase of 2.33 kilograms over
2003. (Table 3-1)
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Table 3-1 Type of Narcotics Seized

Sources: the MJIBMOJMJIB, NPA, Ministry of Interior, MPCMPC, the CGA, the Directorate General of Customs
Notes: 1. Statistics on sources is compiled respectively on the basis of drug packaging, origin regions of
smuggling source or confession by suspects, including points of transshipment, but not necessarily
referring to country of origin. Where the source is unable to be determined, it is listed under the
column of Origin Unknown.
2.The column of Origin Unknown also includes drugs seized among street transactions, personal
possession, or usage where the country of origin cannot be determined.
3.Due to the space limitation, barbiturates and FM2 are not included in the Grade C Drugs.
4.The numbers in this table are all counted in kilograms and the rounding up mantissa. Therefore, there
might be some slight differences between the subsidiaries and total amounts.

Data and Statistical Analysis of Cases Investigated by Enforcement Agencies
(1)Number of Narcotics-related Cases Resulting in Indictment and Persons
Prosecuted
In 2004, all District Prosecutors Office Courts handled 68,713 new cases,
amounting to an increase of 26.4% compared to the year 2003. 92% of
these new cases were drug abusers. In the same year, the investigations
for 69,120 suspects were completed, among which 23,207 suspects were
prosecuted, showing an increase of 8,233 persons or 55.0% more than
2003. 19,092 suspects were not prosecuted, translating to a decrease by
1,642 persons or 7.9% compared to 2003. 26,821 persons listed under
other reasons (e.g. enforced rehabilitation, listed as wanted, combined with
other cases etc.), which marked an increase of 5,448 persons or 25.5%
more than 2003. (Table 3-2, 3-3 and Fig. 3-1)
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Table 3-2 Number of New Narcotics –related Cases

Notes: 1. In accordance with the newly amended "Statute for Narcotics Hazard Control," the drugs have been
classied into three grades. Grade A Drugs classied before May 22nd 1998, are referred in this table
under the "Elimination of Drugs Regulations," and Grade B Drugs are referred under the "Anesthetic
Drugs Administration Restrictions."
2. "Statute for Narcotics Hazard Control" has been brought into force since May 22nd 1998. New cases
that are investigated by every prosecution ofce are counted as one case per person. And also, in
accordance with the new regulations, a movement restricted person has to take urine tests and will
be prosecuted if tested positive. After the new regulations came into force, transferring cases to
another government department or re-distributing cases are counted as a new case in the respective
department, therefore causing a trend of increasing number of narcotic cases.
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Table 3-3 Number of Persons Prosecuted

(2)Number of Convicted
In 2004, all drug-related cases prosecuted at various district courts that
resulted in conviction amounted to 14,640 persons, an increase of 15.5%
compared to 2003. Among them, 12,485 (85.3%), were users; 792 (5.4%)
were involved in manufacturing, trafficking and dealing, with 12 being
users as well. Due to the fact that drug addiction caused by abuse could
result in rehabilitation difficulties, chances are that repeat offenders for
drug addiction tend to be higher than any other crimes. Consequently, the
number of repeat offenders of 9,903 in drug and narcotic abuse remains
high in the list, accounting for 68% of convicted drug offenders. (Table 3-4)
Table 3-4 Number of Convicted Narcotic-related Offenders
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(3)Sentences of convicted narcotic-related offenders

In 2004, 14,640 persons were prosecuted for drug-related cases. There
were 56 suspects given immunity due to the implementation of the Statute
for Narcotics Hazard Control. Concerning term of imprisonment, the
majority (45.4%) were sentenced to six months (exclusive) and below
in prison, followed by 32.3% sentenced between six months to a year in
prison. 13.9% of them were sentenced between one year and three years
in prison. (Table 3-5 and Fig. 3-2)

Table 3-5 Sentences of Convicted Narcotic-related Offenders
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(4)Education level
Among cases of narcotic-related crimes solved in 2004, taking away
12,406 persons of unknown educational background, suspects having
junior high school education level makes up the highest at 54.7% of total
suspects, followed by senior high school (33.0%) and elementary school
(9.6%). As indicated by recent statistical data, those who have junior
high school education still top the rankings for all suspects, indicating the
importance of anti-drug counseling in junior high schools. (Table 3-6 and
Fig. 3-3)
Table 3-6 Educational Background of Convicted Narcotic-related Offenders
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(5)Age of Offenders
Among 14,640 convicted narcotic-related criminals in 2004, the biggest
group range between 30 to 40 (exclusive) years old making up 35.7%,
followed by the age group between 24 to 30 (exclusive), from 40 to 50
(exclusive) and from 14 to 24 (exclusive), amounting to 34.2%, 15.2% and
11.4% respectively (Table 3-7 and Fig. 3-4) According to the statistics, the
anti-drug campaigns should be targeted for the age group under 40 years
of age, as 81.3% of the suspects are under the age of 40, while 45% are
under 30 years of age.
Table 3-7 Age Group of Convicted Narcotic-related Offenders
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(6)Occupation
Among cases of 14,640 convicted narcotic-related criminals solved in
2004, according to occupational analysis, taking away the unknown,
suspects without an occupation ranked the most with 46.4%, followed
by professional labor (30.8%) and service providers and clerks (8.1%).
This indicates that the unemployed, labor workers and people working in
a more complex workplace environment are more likely to abuse drugs.
(Table 3-8 and Fig. 3-5)
Table 3-8 Statistics on Occupation of Suspects in Narcotic-related Cases
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5. Drug Enforcement Cases Introduction

A.MJIB, Cracking The Lung XX and Gang Smuggling 64.4kg Heroin Case
Tainan County Field Station, MJIB through its long period of investigation
obtained information that, in Taidong county, Lung XX and his brother both
stay, they are suspected of frequently colluding with overseas Chinese
from Thailand, Jiang XX, Cao XX to smuggle drugs into Taiwan for profits.
The way of their operations is that Jiang, Cao will buy the drugs from Thai,
Burmese regions and then using containers to hide the drugs on the false
pretext of importing timber to Taiwan. Under the joint command of the Tainan
District Prosecutors Office and the Taidong District Prosecutors Office, the
information was used to form a taskforce to actively crack the case. On June
30th, 2004, it was discovered that Jiang XX, Cao XX came from Thailand
to collect the payment for the drugs from Lung XX and his brother. The
taskforce under the instructions of the prosecutor, arrested all 4 suspects,
the Lung XX brothers, Jiang XX and Cao XX. They were caught red handed
with NT$ 10.78 million, US$ 14,800, 1 handgun, 180 rounds of bullet and
silencer. At the home of the Lung XX brothers in Binan village, Taidong
County, they uncovered the drugs, 42 blocks of heroin were found hidden
in the timber imported on false pretext. The Port Authority of Kaohsiung and
the Kaohsiung Customs Office, DGCe patrol teams were contacted and 141
blocks of heroin was found hidden in the tree crown in the container. Total
seizure of heroin was 183 blocks amounting to 64.6 kilograms and the case
was handed over to Taidong District Prosecutions Office to be dealt with.
B.MJIB, Cracking The Chen XX and Gang 838.5Kg of Methamphetamine
Manufacturing Case
The Taipei City Field Division, MJIB, the Southern Mobile Team and the
Tainan Field Station formed up a task force on receiving of information
that, Chen XX methamphetamine manufacturing syndicate has purchased
equipment and raw materials, planning to produce the methamphetamine in
the Linyuan District of Kaohsiung County. Under the joint command of the
Taipei District Prosecutors Office and the Kaohsiung District Prosecutors
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Offi ce, tight surveillance was carried out on the syndicate members,
discovering that they were manufacturing the methamphetamine in a
residential villa in Linyuan District of Kaohsiung County. On the night of
September 15th, 2004, the group of 4 suspects, Chen XX, Ye XX, YE XX
and Wang XX were arrested at the front gate of the villa when they were
leaving by car. In accordance with the law, a search was carried out and
the methamphetamine manufacturing was uncovered. 838.5 kilograms
of fi nished and semi-fi nished methamphetamine products were seized.
The main suspect Chen XX was handed over to the Kaohsiung District
Prosecutors Office to be dealt with.

.

C. MJIB, Cracking The Lin XX and Gang 304Kg of Methamphetamine
Manufacturing Case
The Kaohsiung District Prosecutors Office directed the MJIB Kaohsiung
Field Division to investigate on the Kaohsiung district "Xiaoqiang"
methamphetamine manufacturing syndicate, the Kaohsiung Field Division
subsequently forms a taskforce to actively investigate. In early October 2004,
it was discovered that the syndicate was operating a methamphetamine
manufacturing factory out of the Dashu District, Kaohsiung County through a
rented factory and was moving in the equipment and raw chemical materials
progressively. On October 16, drug suspect Lin XX and his accomplice Wang
XX enter the factory to manufacture methamphetamine, on the evening of
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October 19, the taskforce members under the command of the Kaohsiung
District Prosecutors Offi ce, arrested Lin XX and Wang XX red handed
when they were leaving the factory after completing the manufacture. 304
kilograms of finished and semi-finished methamphetamine products and
manufacturing equipment was seized on the spot and the case with handed
over to the Kaohsiung District Prosecutors Office to be dealt with

D. MJIB, Cracking The Kao XX and Gang 410.8Kg of Methamphetamine
Manufacturing Case
The MJIB Southern Mobile Team, after long periods of investigation on a
certain drug manufacturing syndicate in the southern region, has detected
lots of activity in offloading goods recently and deduces that the syndicate
is undergoing manufacture of methamphetamine on a massive scale. Under
the command of the Kaohsiung District Prosecutors Office, the taskforce
was formed to actively investigate and crack the case. It was discovered that
the syndicate was operating a methamphetamine manufacturing factory out
of the Chunri District, Pingtung County. On October 29th, 2004, at 1pm, the
taskforce under the supervision of the prosecutor, carried out the search on
the factory and seized 53 kilograms of methamphetamine, 310 kilograms of
semi-completed products , raw materials amounting to 47.8 kilograms (total
seizure of 410.8 kilograms), and arrested 4 suspects, Kao XX, Lin XX, Hua
XX, SU XX, who were manufacturing the drugs at the point of arrest. The
case with handed over to the Kaohsiung District Prosecutors Office to be
dealt with
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E.Busting the Nimetazepam (Erimin 5) Manufacturing Plant Case
The Third Team of the CIB was alerted that a transnational drug trafficking
syndicate from Malaysia was flying from Taiwan to Hong Kong using the
luggage to hide the drugs, and using another route to fly from Hong Kong
back to Kuala Lumpur, successfully smuggling 40,000 tablets of Erimin 5
(Nimetazepam) pills into Malaysia. Under the command of the Taipei District
Prosecutors Office, tight surveillance was ordered on the suspected parties.
On January 15th, 2004, the time was ripe, and an ambush was arranged for
the Taichung City Police Station to transact with Chen XX, You XX at the
Wugu District, Taipei County. With the arrest, the locations in Taipei and
Taichung was searched simultaneously and the following was seized, NT$ 1.5
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million, Grade D drugs, nimetazepam (Erimin 5) products approximately 200
kilograms, mixer, grinding machine, baking machine, mouldset machines,
air filters, conveyer, packing machine and semi-finished products to be used
as evidence.. The cracking of this case has lifted Taiwan’s Anti-drug image,
safeguard our citizens and give meaning to the health of our teenagers.
F.Transporting 47 Kg of Amphetamine Case
The fi rst branch offi ce of the police
office of Keelung City was alerted to
the information that situated in the
Renai District of the city was a location
hidden with unknown large quatities of
narcotics by drug dealers. Immediately,
the Keelung District Prosecutors Office
was in command of the investigation
and police offi cers was despatched
laying in ambush and on February 5th, 2004, suspect Guo XX while taking
2 big bags of amphetamine down the stairs was arrested by police officers
lying in ambush. And with Guo XX leading the police back into the premises,
another big bag of amphetamine was found, bringing the total seizure to 47
kilograms.
G.Busted Yu XX and gang Drug Manufacturing Plant
The First Team of the CIB was alerted to information given by the public
on Yu XX suspected of manufacturing and selling amphetamine. And they
immediately informed the Taoyuan District Prosecutors Office to supervise
the investigation. After several months of investigation, On April 1st and
May 13th, 2004, officers from the Xinyi Branch, Taipei City Police Station,
busted 2 amphetamine manufacturing factories seperately in Pingxi, Taipei
County and Daxi town, Taoyuan County. 4 suspects were arrested including
Yu XX, seizing amphetamine products weighing 24.27 kilograms, semifinished products weighing 158.7 kilograms, raw material ephedrine HCL
weighing 82.6 kilograms ,narcotics illicit cash, NT $ 3 million. and batch of
munufacturing tools.
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H.Drug Manufacturing at the Laboratory of University of Technology Case
The Criminal Investigation Team of
Taipei City Police Station obtained the
information that someone nicknamed
' the white monkey ' is suspected of
being involved in making amphetamine
and peddling it to make a profi t.
Following the lead, they traced and
discovered that the drug dealer was
Jian XX, a lecturer at the XX University
of Technology in Taipei County and has
double Masters Degree in Engineering
and Chemical Processing, using the
laboratory in the school to manufacture
the drugs. The Xincuan Branch of Taipei City police Station after days of
amassing evidence, made application to the Banqiao District Court for
a search warrant. On Novemeber 27th, 2004, the chief prosecutor of the
Banqiao District Prosecutors Office was requested to supervise the search
and investigation. 51 kilograms of semi-finished amphetamine products, 443
grams of finished products, high pressure reactors etc drug manufacturing
facilities and notebook, totalling 22 items of evidence was found st the
university laboratory.
I.The CGA Cracking Kao XX and gang Amphetamine Manufacturing Case
The Taichung Patrol Team, Central Coastal Patrol Office, Coastal Patrol Directorate
General, CGA, through information it got from inquiries came to know about Kao
XX, Wu XX suspected to be illegally manufacturing amphetamine. It immediately
requested the Nantou District Prosecutors Office to command the investigation
and after several months of investigating and communications surveillance, on
September 11th, 2004, the illegal amphetamine manufacturing operations of Kao XX,
Wu XX was busted at Chunghwa Road, Zunan Town, Miaoli County. Amphetamine
products weighing 3.6 kilograms, semi-fi nished products weighing 200 grams,
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ephedrine HCL weighing 119 kilograms and a batch of amphetamine manufacturing
tools were seized on the spot.

J.The CGA Cracking the "Ji XXX" Fishing Boat Smuggling Case
Taidong Patrol Team, Eastern Coastal Patrol Offi ce, Coastal Patrol
Directorate General, CGA received information on "Lee X Hua drug
trafficking syndicate" in January 2004. Upon investigating and confirmation
of the information received regarding smuggling in the southern regions, the
Kaohsiung District Prosecutors Office was informed and on their directions,
on November 2nd, 2004, Guo XX and gang was arrested while using the "Ji
XXX" fishing boat to smuggle 40.28 kilograms of heroin in Baishawei Fishing
Port, Liuqiu District, Pingdong County. The case was then handed over by
the Taidong Patrol Team to the Kaohsiung District Prosecutors Office for
further examination.

K. The CGA Cracking the "Ri XXX" Fishing Boat Smuggling Case
The Seventh (Su Ao) Offshore Flotilla, CGA received intelligence that Jian
XX has plans to use a fishing boat for drug trafficking purposes to profit from
it. After several months of enquiries and searching for more information,
the Ilan District Prosecutors Office was requested to oversee the case and
at 9:45am on January 3rd, 2005, in the East Berth 1 of Daxi Harbor, Ilan
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County, Jian XX was arrested for using the "Ri XXX" fishing boat to smuggle
ketamine. 56.56 kilograms of ketamine finished products was seized and the
case handed over to Ilan District Prosecutors Office for further action.

L.Drug Smuggling in Hidden Crate Boards Case
Keelung Customs Offi ce,
DGC received information
on Feburary 2nd, 2004,
from the MJIB Keelung
Field Station, and on the
supervision of the chief
prosecutor from Keelung
District Prosecutors Office,
busted a container ( serial
no. WFHU1088612)
transported by Ming Earth Transport containing ceramic wares and
crates imported from Thailand which were hidden with heroin. As with the
information received, after 2 fruitless inspections of the crates, finally, the
wooden boards of the crates were pry open and hidden inside were 75
blocks (each block 400 grams) of heroin weighing 30 kilograms with a street
value of NT$ 700 million.
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M.Drug Smuggling Through Tapestry Case
On August 9th, 2004, the X-ray
Audit Team from the Taipei
Customs Offi ce, Ministry of
Finance while scanning the
baggage from Eva Airlines Flight
BRO68 which arrived from
Thailand, discovered that the
image from the baggage of Kao
XX was irregular. Upon further
inspection on 3 pieces of shiny tapestry with elephant designs on it, an
inside lining concealing 159 bags of white powder with different weight was
uncovered. After further lab test, it was ascertained to be heroin with a total
weight of 4,739 grams.
N.Major Drug Enforcement Cases of the MPC
(1)The Taipei City Military Police Brigade detected the Lin XX drug
pushing case after several raids and communications surveillance.
On April 30th, 2004, at various locations in Taichong, over 3600
ecstasy pills, and 1.2 kilograms of ketamine was seized.
(2) Tengyuan Military Police Brigade in coordination with the MJIB, Nanxing
Branch of the Kaohsiung City Police Station and the Taichong Patrol Team,
CGA, investigated the Bie XX manufacturing drugs case. After several times of
operations and communications surveillance, on August 23rd, 2004, 65 kilogram
of amphetamine, 5 kilogram of ephedrine, chloroform , sour ketone, sulphuric acid
barium and other chemicals totaling 40 barrels was searched out and seized in
Nanxing District, Kaohsiung City.
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II. Future Visions
1. Proposing and Implementing Medium to Long Term Anti-Drug Plans under the
"New Anti-Drug Strategy"
The Executive Yuan in the 24th special project meeting on strengthening social
security, dated November 3rd, 2004, appointed the MOJ to invite every relevant
agencies for consultion on the predicament of the drug policy at present, in
order to draw up a concrete and innovative countermeasure. On November
11th and 23rd, 2004, the MOJ gathered together all relevant agencies to have a
fact finding session and after sorting out all the suggestions, a new strategy on
drug enforcement faced presently by the country is determined. On December
20th, the MOJ presented the report, "Anti-Drug New Strategies" to the Premier
of the Executive Yuan. The Premier on hearing the report and judging that all
the new strategies is technically feasible, and has strong indications of the
government’s resolve in opposing drugs as well as declaring war on drugs,
designated 2005 to 2008 as the "National Anti-Drug War Year." The MOJ and
all relevant departments are instructed to promote it strongly. The resolutions
listing drug enforcement and organization for policy execution under the "AntiDrug New Strategies" are as follow:
A.To form a "Drug Abusers Apprehension Task Force"
The "Drug Abusers Apprehension Task Force" (drug enforcement
responsibility structure) will be formed by drawing members from all
enforcement agencies (NPA, MJIB, CGA, MPC, DGC). The " Drug
Enforcement Guidance Team" of the Taiwan Supreme Prosecutors Office
will draft the "Joint Operations Procedures" and oversee the deployment and
assigning of the joint operations, with the concrete operations as follow:
(1)The national synchronous steps to mop up drug adusers
Using county, city units, combining with the local police , investigation
bureaus, military police etc unit personnel, to target main areas(example:
ecstacy dance hall , PUB and KTV with previous breaches,etc.), to raid
with all its might from all angles.
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(2)To strictly monitor the places of business where drug offenders have been
arrested on two or more occassions.
(3)CGA to execute its "Maritime Drug Raid Operation"
CGA has to accordingly execute its "Snake Capture Special Project" model
and set up the "Maritime Drug Raid Operation" and carry out a 3 months
operation once a year.
B.Prioritized Investigation and Apprehension of Abusers Who are Traffickers,
Manufacturers, and Dealers and Adopting a Hard and Swift Operations Policy
(1)Record and monitor the "drug manufacturing blacklist," preventing them
from manufacturing drugs again
To submit all the records of the busted drug manufacturers in recent
years to the " Drug Enforcement Guidance Team" of the Taiwan
Supreme Prosecutors Office and organize into the "drug manufacturing
blacklist," and hold a meeting every 3 months to update and monitor it for
investigation purposes.
(2)To make an example of major drug criminals
Release news to the media on the busting of manufactured, trafficked and
dealings of large quantities of drugs by major drug criminals.
(3)To place emphasis on major drug criminals and not allowed to be bailed
easily due to their tendency to recommit.
(4) Continuing the advocating of amendments drafting for the criminal
procedures of detaining and charging
C.Encourage tip-offs and exposure of drugs within the community through
rewards programs, encourage the public to apprehend drug abusers
(1)Drugs tip-off, the maximum payout per case is NT$ 10 million
In accordance with the Executive Yuan’s "Prevention of Drugs Harmful
Effects Rewards Act," the 8th regulation on the public tipping off on drug
criminals states that every case can obtain up to a maximum reward of
NT$ 10 million t.
(2)The Executive Yuan continues to give its support on the reward budget
(3)To amend the "Prevention of Drugs Harmful Effects Rewards Act" so that
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all ill gotten proceeds confiscated are given out as rewards proportionately.
(4)Revise the income tax law; to make the rewards gained from tip offs to be
tax exempted
B.Anti-Drug Organizations Reform
(1)Short term scheme: Establish the "Drug Policy Research Committee"
In order to encourage the participation of social groups and academic
experts, and put forward their suggestions on the drugs policy direction
of our country, the MOJ plans to set up the "Drugs Policy Research
Committee" in 2005, to be made up by experts from the government,
social groups and academic fields. They will engage in case analysis,
verify the investigation of drug criminals and related matters to put forward
suggestions on the drugs policy direction of our country.
(2)Long term scheme: Establish the "Drugs Enforcement Agency"
Reviewing the past experience of the U.S. DEA, under the plans of the
MOJ, to set up a "Drugs Enforcement Agency," combining the manpower
of the MJIB,NPA, CGA and other related drug enforcement agencies to
utilize these combined resources to bring benefits to the drugs policy. It
is predicted that by 2008, the integration will be completed and with the
aim of the related revisions before that in 2006 and 2007, to centralize
the manpower of the MJIB in preparation for the establishment of the
"Drugs Enforcement Agency" and the resources for the training of drug
enforcement work.
2. Reinforcing the Functions of Coastal Patrol
A. Strengthen the coastal , maritime , airborne, three-dimensional space
surveillance :
In order to achieve the goals of "long-range detection," "swift reaction," "Solid
investigation body", actively link up every regional coastal radar surveillance
system, maritime Global Positioning System for ship and radar surveillance
aircrafts to build a concrete centralized maritime surveillance system. And
combining it with the coastal, sea, air agencies to form a surveillance net: the
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CGA, Executive Yuan has built 77 new-type border radars and plan to build
a wireless relay radio communication system to increase the command and
control ability, thus be able to widen the patrolling functions, closely monitor
the sea and achieve the preventive warning target of swift actions to perish
the illegal activities at sea or outside the coast.
B.Continue the plan to build patrol vessels, increase the ability to fight crimes
at sea :
Carry on the plan to build patrol vessels, pool every existing Offshore
Flotilla’s patrol vessel to strengthen sea patrolling duties, and considering
the condition and limiting factors of the patrol vessels to categorize into
"long range big and close range small, long range far but short range
close, long range slow and short range fast" factors. The plans are to
be for all investigations to be tight and secured, implement various ways
of interception, separately give due consideration towards the setup of
points, lines, surface, making it easier to intercept and surround, lifting the
capabilities of hitting criminals. To lift the abilities of detecting smuggling,
the CGA plan to build 237 patrol vessels by 2019. With the completion, it
will greatly raise the enforcement of Taiwan’s seas with the capabilities of
detection.
C.Introduce professional training, strengthen technical ability of investigation.
To effectively curb the drug trafficking activities, improve the efficiency of
drug enforcement work, the CGA shall continue to improve on its personnel’
s abilities to handle the operations of the patrol vessels, detection of
hidden compartments and related skills, radar, monitoring of wireless
communications, searching capability etc job training, and to hold talks on
job handling functions and duties. Thus achieving the strengthening of its
investigating officers’ skills to detect and stop all smuggling activities at sea
and the coasts.
D.Close inquiries network, strengthen the information gathering function :
For the detecting of drug-related cases, information gathering is utmost
important. In recent years, when all units cracked major drug trafficking
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cases, largely the function of information gathering at the appropriate times
was carried out effi ciently. CGA shall carry on its focus for information
gathering for locations with apt to smuggling, related trade and criminal
organizations to widen the source of information and hope to be able to
deeply determine the mastermind and the criminal syndicates network,
subsequently to break it up and perform the detection function efficiently to
stop al drugs into the border.
E. Handle the sea patrol duties actively, strengthen the crime prevention
function:
Carrying on to request all local based related agencies, units, local
governments and fi shing associations etc social groups to establish an
instant communication channel; Separately to promote services for the
fishing community and attend to their needs, actively handle maritime affairs,
decrees and crime prevention guidance etc services. With the expansion
of services provided, to gain the support and recognition of the public, and
detect the crimes to build up a communications network for assaulting drug
trafficking together.
F.Strengthen international cooperation, attack crime together:
To counter the internationalization of drug-related crimes, the CGA has
conform to its duties in international drug enforcement cooperation by
continuously follow its 3 main focal points of work, improve the cognition of
drug enforcement agencies of foreign countries towards the anti-drug resolve
of Taiwan, and to establish a relationship of equality, mutual trust and mutual
benefits; Secondly to exchange the experiences and absorb new knowledge,
in order to raise the ability of drug enforcement; thirdly, to exchange
information on drug-related crimes and cooperate to solve international drugrelated criminal cases.
3. Curbing the Inflow of Narcotics Smuggling into Taiwan
A.Mainland China is recognized as the most abundant source of opium in
the world with its two neighboring regions, "Golden Crescent" - Pakistan,
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Afghanistan, Iran and ' Golden Triangle ' - Burma, Thailand, Laos, thus
making China an important staging point for the production, import and
transshipment of drugs. For these reasons and to counter them, besides
strengthening the seas and coastal patrol function, it must actively join the
international organizations, participate in international activities for anti-drug ,
set up bilateral and multilateral international cooperation, from this to gain an
understanding and grasp the international drug sellers' trends, and can curb
the drugs from being smuggled to Taiwan.
B.The CGA in order to curb the cross-strait illegal drug smuggling activities,
besides actively promoting cross-strait coordination to beat maritime
crimes is also establishing effective intelligence exchanges and channels
of communications to prevent maritime crime. The CGA also help the
coordination of different Mainland regional enforcement agencies for joint
investigation to effectively break the supply of drugs from the source,
and carrying on the setups of information gathering to form a multi-layer
protective net and strengthened the investigation and detection of large drug
trafficking syndicates in order to directly block Mainland drugs from being
smuggled into Taiwan.
C. In view that the drugs seized in Taiwan mostly originated or were
transshipped from Mainland and smuggled in, and that the Mainland
east and southern provinces ( Yunnan, Guangdong, Guangxi province)
are neighboring to the world’s drug powerhouse of Burma , Thailand ,
Laotian borders, international drug dealers are using the liberalization of
Mainland to the outside world, the fast development of cross border trade
and the ease of cross border transportation, has opened the so-called
"Chinese Gateway" drugs smuggling route. With the relocation of many
amphetamine manufacturing laboratories to the southeast coastal areas of
Mainland, the Mainland has become the main source of supply for drugs in
Taiwan. Adding on to the cross-strait cultural, geographical proximity and
the increasing exchanges, cross-strait drug dealers has also link up with
regards to the production, transport, selling of the drugs. In order to stop
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the cross-strait drug smuggling activities, the CGA has besides promoting
the joint mechanism of breaking down the maritime crimes, has also
establish an effective intelligence exchange and prevention of maritime
crimes communication channels. On the principle of "interception at sea,
extermination on land, detection at Mainland," the CGA has continuously
maintain the deployment of information gathering to form a multi layer
protective net and to strengthen the investigation and detection of large drug
trafficking syndicates in order to directly block Mainland drugs from being
smuggled into Taiwan.
D. Since the signing of the "Kinmen Agreement," the present criminal
intelligence exchange has to be directed through the cross-strait Red Cross,
Strait Exchange Foundation (SEF) by means of letters and telephone
exchanges. Presently, the Mainland has intentionally cuts off the discussions
through the SEF and other communication channels, causing the crossstrait criminal activities to heighten and posing a social security to Taiwan. In
order to promote the cross-strait cooperation on attacking crime, under the
framework of the Executive Yuan, the "Preventing the Smuggling of Mainland
drugs into Taiwan Resolution" will in the future focus on, the smuggling of
drugs, firearms, maritime fishing disputes, robbery etc criminal matters,
which will have far-reaching public security implications, and list them all
under the area of discussion of hitting crimes when the talks between the
Strait Exchange Foundations resume. In view that the drugs seized in Taiwan
mostly originated or were transshipped from Mainland and smuggled in,
and that the Mainland east and southern provinces ( Yunnan, Guangdong,
Guangxi province) are neighboring to the world’s drug powerhouse of
Burma , Thailand , Laotian borders, international drug dealers are using the
liberalization of Mainland to the outside world, the fast development of cross
border trade and the ease of cross border transportation, has opened the
so-called "Chinese Gateway" drugs smuggling route. In light of the crossstrait situation of drug smuggling at present, the channels of cross-strait
cooperation to beat crime should be swiftly set up in the customs of every
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southeastern province or the collaborative mechanisms for special drug
enforcement agencies and expand it to other provinces, organization, under
the principle of equality and mutual benefits.
E.Promote the stationing overseas of liaison police officers for communications
system
Most developed countries have the system of stationing liaison police
officers, to be responsible for coordinating and getting in touch with the
country of residence’s police, law enforcement agencies communications,
form partnerships, gathering information on crimes. Taking the initiative and
effectively attack the transnational crime, pursue and capture fugitives, and
constructing an internal and external security net to safeguard the security
within the country. From February 1998, in order to maintain the internal
security, attack the transnational crime, blocking of guns, stopping drugs from
entering the border, the NPA made application to the MOFA to implement the
"Stationing Overseas of Liaison Police Officers for Communications System."
After striving for it for several years, and with the assistance of the National
Security Agency, Mainland Affairs Council, Executive Yuan, MJIB etc, on
August 5th, 2004, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs agreed to the stationing
in the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam. On October 11th 2004, the NPA
send its first personnel for overseas posting and on March 1st, 2005, the
overseas stationing became official and the representative office in Thailand
set up a "Police Communications Office" to oversee the communications
exchanging and coordinating with every Thai law agencies or relevant policy
departments. Base on this foundation, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs further
promoted the judicial and administrative cooperation to beat crime through
agreements or related agreements, providing Taiwan and Thailand the
common platform to build trust and strengthen bilateral cooperation.
4. Strengthening the Investigation of Neo-type Narcotics
A.Gather leads for neo-type drugs, strengthen detection and investigation:
The abuse of the new developing chemo synthesized drugs in recent years,
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for instance MDMA (Ecstasy), ketamine, FM2, nimetazepam, etc. has
worsen in recent times, in order to safeguard the health and social security
of the country, MJIB has classify the neo-type drugs as the focal point of
investigation and to actively detect.
B.To carry on holding lectures, strengthen the investigative and information
gathering abilities: Neo-type drugs has many varieties and is renewing itself,
the MJIB will constantly carry on holding lectures, to enable the forefront
colleagues engaged in drug enforcement will be able to grasp the criminal
trends of the drugs, pattern and tactics, raise the level of investigative skills,
and strengthen information gathering abilities.
C.Strengthen the detection for clues of neo-type drugs, illegal medication
international smuggling networks and illegal manufacturing plants in the
country, to actively investigate, detect and break off the supply from the
source; cooperate with the DOH to audit pharmaceutical factories, drugstores
and pharmacies, if they are using their legal fronts to shield illegal activities
such as the manufacturing and selling controlled medication and drugs as a
source.
D.Checking on triads, members of organization if there is a trend of them
selling neo-type drugs in pursuit of profits, especially in places owned or run
by them such as hotels, dance halls, etc, to increase information gathering.
And to specially designate the establishments involved in drug dealings to
be dealt with by the respective inspection units, for individuals concretely
apprehended, they will be dealt with under the breaching of the organized
crime; regulations. For entertainment establishments that has been raided
for drugs previously, the establishment, manager, counsels etc dubious
connections will be placed under "using case to investigate case," "upwards
tracing the source," "expanding downwards" to widen investigations and
monitored closely to prevent recommitting.
E.Aviation Police Office, Special Police Third Brigade and all Harbor Police
Office of the NPA etc specialized units to strengthen the safety inspection
continuously for the airport and harbors. For all airports or ports, strengthen
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the inspection of arriving travelers’ hand luggage, baggage and x-ray
machine checks and increase the frequency of baggage checks. For travelers
from Southeast Asia, Hong Kong, Macau and Holland, Belgium etc regions,
to be focal points, analyze then correctly compare and filter suspicious target
to commonly used criminal tactics by current drug sellers, such as is it carry it
on body, container smuggle etc, also to strengthen the observation duties of
customs inspection room, waiting area for boarding etc.
F.To complement the Ministry of Interior organization of the "Youth ProjectProtecting Teenagers During Summer Vacation Time Project," widen the
"Police Agencies Cooperative Drug Enforcement Work Plan," targeting KTV,
dance hall, internet cafe, open-air concert , PUB etc, places which might
induce teenagers to use drug and abuse medications, to implement the
special project action countywide; in the period of cooperative investigations,
to raid places of business in violation of relevant provisions, such as
children and juvenile welfare law, electronic amusement park management
rule, business registration law, city planning law etc. for stipulated time of
operations and requesting the respective departments in charge of education,
construction, fire control, workers affairs, news etc to take action as a show
of the government anti-drugs resolve, safeguarding teenagers' health, faith
in security. During summer vacation of 2004, the NPA compiled a nationwide
(different districts) statistics on the cooperative drug enforcement work plan
and totaled 8 times of operations, seized drug items 1,842, 2,058 persons, all
kinds of drugs weighing 28,378 grams.
G.To prevent drug abuse, the NBCD assisted with the judicial departments
to assist with part of the analysis of drugs, and compiled the "Commonly
Abused Drugs Analysis Methods Compilation," to be distributed too all
judicial, prosecution, police units. The compilation included the analysis
method and photographs of commonly abused drugs for the reference of the
relevant enforcement personnel. The NBCD also gathers all the drugs in the
country and carries out laboratory analysis on them. The statistical analysis
shows that the abuse of drugs such as MDMA , MDA and MDEA etc has
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worsen and that these neo-type drugs requires advanced chemicals such as
first amine , the second amine etc, to be manufactured. These chemicals has
not been classified under any controlled items and the NBCD is approaching
the IDB to consider placing it under its control and strengthen the anti-drug
effect.
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